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The study compated two methods of teaching the use of the log-log slide rule in

engineering courses, a straight lecture method or a lecturelaboratOry method. The

lecture method consisted of two separate hours a week with class discussion and

demonstration by the instructor. The lecture-laboratory method comprised one hour of

lecture and demonstration and one hour of laboratory work, during which the students

solved problems with individual help from the instructor. To test the assumption that

the laboratory method would be superior, an experiment was set up for 171 students

in two groups. The equabty of the two groups was determined by the Cooperative

Mathematics Pre-test for College Students and the final examination was considered

valid for deciding which method was better. Provision was made for control of three

variables, namely, differences (1) in ability between 'clay and night students, (2) in initial

ability of the groups, and (3) caused by improved teaching. Seven day and six night

classes were tested in such a way that a fall and a spring semester were taught by

each method. The same instructor taught one group of 94 by the lecture method and

another group of 77 by the lecture-laboratory method. The first group had a final

'examination score of 620; the latter group had a final score of 70.1. The t-test

yielded a value of 285, a significant difference in favor of the lecture-laboratory

method of teaching. (HH)
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The specific question to be e.ne-wered in this studv

is which method of teachinP. th.1 Engin 'n 'eera: b.) ice e

cot:I-se yields greater /earning, a combined lecture-laboratory

method or a straiEht lecture method? This study grew out

of a concern for methods employed by teachers in developing-

skill in using the log-log slide rule.1 The ability to

use a log-log slide rule effectively depends upon the

possession of certain mathematical understandings, skills

in handling various problems, and considerable practice

in its use. Thus, the teachinz of a course in the use

of the log-log slide rule becomes methodologically complex.

Science has used the laboratory method for years with

apparent success. The assumption was made in this study

that the mathematics teachin-learning situation resembles

science to the degree that the laboratory method would

function as well MI' the queen of the sciences as it

would for regular science courses. To test this assumption

an experimental design was set up, whereby the slide rule

course would be taught to two equivalent groups. One

group would be taught by the traditional lecture-discussion

1A log-log slide rule is a special slide rule common/y
used by engineerd.
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(12:606) it is pointed out that one of the most highly

recommended techniques o.L 1/4.vacner-loull communication is
_.:, ,

the laboratory method.

T..TEED FOR THE STLTY101
During the past two yearb.1, the writer has been teachil:z

the Engineering Slide Rule course at El Camino College.

catalog description of this course has been: (13:130)

MATI=ATICS 40 - Engineering Slide Rule - 1 unit
Semester.

Lecture 1 hour, laboratory 1 hour
Prereouisite: Mathematics C

This course teaches the operation and use
of all scales of the log-log slide rule commonly
used by engineers. The slide rule is applied tp
perform accurately and reoidly the numerical
work encountered in physics, chemistry, engineer-
incz, and mathematics. Ernphasis is placed on the
engineering approach to significant firTures,
unit analysis, and estimation of numerical re-
sults. The course includes multiplication and
division, direct and invr,rse proportions, trig-
onometric functions and equations, squares, cubes,
square and cube roots; solution of triangles and
other enzineerinr,* geometry, natural logarithms
and the use of the log-log scales for determin-
ing non-integral roots and powers and solving
exponential equations.

i

-Mathematics C is the equivalent of Plane Trigonometry.



it is pointed out :,ne.. ". the " Camino College

A ,, 0-1 th E -::Lnerir Sl.ide Rule course

states that tae course involves one hour 01 "V ecture and_L

one nour of laboratory-, the eourse was b

1.1 e6,' 46i .1 6.6 j. 4.# L.

zau7frit 1-yr

-1 1 "-* n't" r\- _
1.0 41. 44,60 '40 *4

Further inec,-ou o. instructio..14

was left 1.27) uo the infivid)1a7 inst?'uctor
OOP

Prior to

z.

-!el.dueiaocr, 1955, other .ns,aactors had taught the course

using -eltner .i.ec%ure-laborator IT-7,tror, or a streL.I.%. %..4

"lecture method, Discussions with these instructors

revealed no .r.eal justification for either of the two

methods used. Irom , classroom observationQ

that many students were not gaining the needed insights

through listening to the lecture and observing the

instructor's techniques. Therefore, the question arose,

would a system of teaching the Engineering Slide Rule

course, involving laboratory activities yield greater

learning for the student than the straight lecture

approach?

DPFT,ITTIM OP THE PROP=

The problem of this study can be conveniently broken

down to the following two questicns:

1. Which method of teaching the Engineering Slide'

Rule course yields greater gains to the students,

the straight lecture method or the lecture-laboratory

method?
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course?

Thi.; fol owing inIor:lation is needed to answer these

two cuestions: data indicating the mathematical ab-mity

of the two ci.roups prior to and at the completion of ua4ing

the Ersdneering Slide Rule course; an explanation of the

two methods studied.

PTSCRIPTIOv Ow 7-7 MoTTATTgNr

El Carlino College is a Junior College District embracing

Centinela Valley Union Hi7h School District, El Segundo

Unified School District, Inglewood Unified School District,

South Bay Union High School District, and Torrance Unified

School District. Since the beginning of El Camino College,

the population of the District has grown rapidly. The

District's estimated population for 1952 was 225,000.

In 1947 El Camino Coll ge opened with 1100 students.

By 1955 it had grown to 6700 students, and presently has

an enrollment of over 8000. It_has-offered both terminal

trade courses and basic lower division work suitable for

transfer to a four-year college. St:udents have been drawn

almost equally by these two curricula.

El Camino College records indicate the majority of

the students involved in this study were pre-engineering

students who planned to transfer to four-year courses.
to

The balance of the students were either working in or



inter.sted in some -ohase anc,-ineeng.
4

The aries of th;L

ctr,-1c1r.L, Tr--11c1c*'""" " " 0

Of the .1.74. ,JtJUCIv,lo., .livolved in the study,,

men, which reflects tha nature of the course content.

Job opportunities have been .plentnul for individuals with

the most fundamental mathematical background. Therefore,

seventy-four per cent of the students were working either

full or part time.

A typical student involved in this study was a male

pre-engineering student; intending to transfer to a four-

year course. He worked part time in some phase .of er,z-

ineering, probably connected with the aircraft'industry.



0:::,TER II

OF THE STUDY

Y*-7" T-0--"---; TO 7,-T (70-'7)7.4v77")

The main cluestion involved is which method of

teching the E4LTinerin; Slide Rule coura yields zrcater

, in8 to the student) the straight lecture method ox\,,

the lecture-laboratory method? Following is a detailed

description of the two methods of instruction.

The straight lecture method of instruction consisted

of two hours per week, meeting for one hour per day on two

days per week. Class time was devoted to lecture accom-

panied by demonstration. The demonstrations were )ne

with a large demonstration model log-log slide rule.

The students followed the demonstration by going through

the same operations on their own slide rules. With this

method of instruction, some time is taken for class dis-

cussion of different methods of doing some operations,

and the students solve assigned problems outside of class.

The lecture-laboratory method of-instruction consisted

of one hour per wtek of lecture and demonstration, and one

hour per week of laboratory. The classes met on two days

per week for one hour each day. When this method is used,

.the first hour is a lecture and demonstration, similar to

the method described above. The second hour is the lab-

oratory hour, in which the students individually solve



on the slide rule, with individual h..A.p from

the instructo...-. The 1,..1;oratory assiLnments are such

that the students must solve c=e of the assign d problez.s

outside of class.

DESIG7 OF FTUDY

The deign of the study involved two groups of students.

One group of stude-Lts was taught by using the lecture-

laboratory method. The other group of. students was taught

by L.sing the stTaight lecture method. In order to obtain

sufficient data for the study) it was necessary to collect

evidence over a two-year period. The two-year period

included day classes and night classes in both Spring and

Fall semesters. Thus) to avoid confusion for students

transferring from one Engineering Slide Rule class to

another) all sections of the course in any given semestc:r

were taught by the same method. It was further decided

to teach one Fall and one Spring semester by each method

because the Spring semester is generally one or-two weeks

longer than the Fall semester. This obviously provides

two groups for comparison) with Fall and Spring semester

students in each group.

For this comparison to have any validity it is necessary

that the two groups of students involved have equal initial

mathematical abilities. The method of determining the

students' mathematical abilities will be explained later

in this chapter.



It is assumed that the final examination is sufficiently

broad and detailed to collect evidence relative to the

realization of the major course objectives. These objectives

relate directly to competence in slide rule manipulation

and operation. Thus the effectiveness of the method of

instruction used can be measured by the students' achieve-

ment on the final examination. Therefore, when the two

groups are initially equal, a comparison of the mean final

examination scores should show whether or not either of

the two methods is superior. As described herein, the

design provided for these twO comparisons.

FORMS USED

The preliminary test to determina mathematical ability

was the "Cooperative Mathematics Pre-Test for College

Students". (See Appendix D) A five point classification

system was used to match the two groups. (See Appendix E)

The final examination forms used were constructed to

include all operations and uses of the log-log slide rule

taught in the Engineering Slide Rule course. Therapre,

the assumption that this test measures the effectiveness

of the instructional method is justified. Two equiva/ent

forms of fifty questions each were used. These examinations

were given to both groups in an identical manner. The

examination forms were randomly distributed among the

students in a pattern in which a student having a form 4-L

test is surrounded by students with form B tests, and

vice versa. Copies of the two forms are included in

Appendix C.
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CONTROL OF VARIABLFS

Several variables were involved in the study. An

attempt was made to control them. These were:

1. Differences in matheriatical abilities betw.%en

night and day students.

2. Differences in the initial mathematical abilities

of the groups studied:

3. Differences due to improved instruction.

The difference between initial mathematical abilities

of night and day students was reconciled by statistically

analyzing their placement test results at El Camino Col et:1

The mean placements and the variances of the night and day

students wtre computed. The t test (2:105) for difference

of means indicated that there was no significant difference

in the abilities of the night and dgy students, although,

as will be shown, there were significant differences in

achievement. (See Appendix A)

Student ability differences between the straight

lecture classes and the lecture-laboratory classes were

controlled by statistically comparing the mathematical

ability of the students involved, as measured by the

El Camino College placement resulting from the "Cooperative

Mathematics Test for College Students." The mean place-

ment of the students in the groups under consideration

was shown to be such that there was no significant diff-

erence between the two groups.
2

Vib

1Based on "Cooperative Mathematics Test for College
Students." (See Appendices D and E)

2See Appendix B
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The third variable mentioned, that of differences

due to improved instruction, was controlled by the method

of grouping the students. The method of grouping the

students was to teach all classes in any one semester

by the same method. This was done in the following

manner: Fall 1955 - straight lecture; Spring 1956 -

lecture-labo atory; Fall 1956 - lecture-laboratory;

Spring 1957 - straight lecture. This order of using

two methods yields a Fall and a Spring semester taught

by each of the methods under consideration. It also

provide

a lect

anY

both

a straight lecture method first and last, and

ure-laboratory method second and third; therefore

provement in instruction should be evident in

methods.

Thirteen classes were tested, seven day and six

night. Every effort was made to keep instruction con-

sistent in all classes.



EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDLRES

QUM IONS TO DE ANS=FD

In Chapter 1 the following questions were posed:

1. Which method of teaching the Engineering Slide

Rule course yields greater gains to the students,

the straight lecture method or the lecture-lab-

oratory method?

2. What are the unique differences between the

straight lecture method and the lecture-laboratory

method in teaching the Engineering Slide Rule

course?

Breaking the first question down for analysis, the

following sub-questions must be anawered:

1. Were the two groups equal in initial mathematical

ability?

2. How were gains measured and how was the difference

in gains of the two groups determined?

3. Was there a difference in gains shown by the results

of the tests used to determine gains?

4. Was the difference in gains between the two methods

(groups) statistically significant?

INIGUE DIFFERENCES BET!dEEN THE TWO NETHODS

The teaching conditions were identical for both

groups in that the same classroams and equipment were used.

The main difference in the two methods was the utilization

of the time allotted to the classes. The difference between
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Distribution of Final Examinati,1 Scores
fol'

Straiqht Lecture Students

x f u uf u4' u2f
r)

95 4 3 12 9 36

85 12 2 24 4 48

75 19 1 19 1 19

65 18 0 0 0 0

55 19 -1 -19 1 19

45 12 -2 -24 4 43

35 5 .3 -15 9 45

25 1 -4 - A 16 16

15 3 .5 -15 25 75

5 1 -6 . 6 36 se

34294 -28

2 = 62.01 s 18.81 and n = 94.

Histogram of Final Examination Scores
for

Straight Lecture Students

15 35 55 75 95



is the c.,^0t, 0 .

., z,co-n frin-ely 65 0 In

this formula, u n, The value of s was computed

by usince the ilormula:

rid
Aj

The mean final examination score obtained from this

group of 94 students is 62.0, and the standard deviation

is 18.8. Theoretically, in a normal population, about

68 per cent of the data should be contained in the inter-

val from (R 0 to (R 0, and about 95 per cent sho:z1d

be included in the interval from (11 - 2s) to (2 2s).

(5:13) The histogram shows that in the straight lecture

group 66 out of 942 or 70 per cent were in the 68 per

cent interval; and 90 out of 94, or 96 per cent were in

the 95 per cent interval. Therefore, it is justifiable

to consider this group a normal population.

Lecture-Laboratory Group Gains

The chart on the folloving page shows the gains

the lecture-laboratory students in terms of their final

examination scores. These data have been classified and

analyzed in the same manner as the preceding data.

Calculations based on the distribution reveal a

mean final examination score for the lecture-laboratory

group of 70.1; and a standard deviation of 18.3, for a

population of 77.

The histogram on the following page shows that 48

out of 77, or 62.4 per cent of the group fell in the
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Distribution of Final Examination Scores
for

Lecture-Laboratory Students

Y t u uf u2 u
2f

95 12 2 24 4 48

85 16 1 16 1 16

75 3:P Q P.
0 0

06 18 ul 1=13 i ib

55 12 -2 -24 4 48

45 9 -3 -27 9 81

35 2 -4 7 8 16 32

25 0 .5 0 25 0

15 1 .6 - 6 36 36

5 0 .7 0 49 ....Q.

77 -38 274:

Sr : 70.1, s : 18.2, and n = 77.

Histogram of Final Examination Scores
for

Lecture-Laboratory Students

3.5 35 55

3r .

75 95
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63 per cent interval, and 75 out of 77, or 97.4 per cent

fell in the c.)5 .11e-efore4,. , 2

may also be consed a normal population.

Determination of Difference in Gains

The t test has been used to Show whether a sig-

nificant difference in the gains made by the two groups

exists. The formula for t is:

thic group

..... 1 r, ,
IN=.0.....6..a..........................................,..

011"-AuoiliV .%.- ....4.44.1616,63,1,7,147,: ,leekilp

11 S Ift,
r-

.4,

x
/ ,, 6

I ........ . -.V....
n

V
ny.

In this test it is not necessary to consider

the number of degrees of freedom since groups larger

than 50 are involved. It is only necessary to show

that the value of t is less than 2.00 to indicatT e no

significant difference,.or greater than 2.00 to show

that there is a significant difference at the 95 per

cent level. li'rox= page 13, the values of 2, sx
and nx

are sl;owA to be 62.0, 1803$ 4e." 04 respectively. On

nTrie ne vu 01'
41014

0 aLC1 470i) oho= to oe

yip, vs) I try4 kie. 400 *
4

Usinrio these values t,o
70 1 IP 3 ri7 rcc's-nc"7ve-v

calculate ty it is found that t 2.85, showing that641

there is a significant difference in the gains made by

the students in the two groups.

SUMnARY OF THE FINDINGS

Two groups of students, totalling 171 students from

the Engineering Slide Rule courlle at El Camino College

mre taught by the same instructor. One group of 94
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stuftents was tauht by the traditional lecture method,

the other group of 77 students was t-uvlat by ti-le

lecture ..l.h orato:w metlioc . The group s we..Y-: % found to be-

equal in mathematical aua.J..Lty at the outset. At the4,,

termination of the instrUCtion2 the group taught by the

lecture-laboratory method, consisting of 77 students

had a mean final examination score of 70.1, while the

group taught by the straight lecture method, consisting

of 94 students had a mean final examination score of

62.0. The t test yielded a value of 2.852 indicating

that a ignificant, ci.i.Ie.4.ence in mean 4.inal examination.

scores doe exi:A, with the lccture IZciorzltory group

scorincr 1.4+4.4 ...44; 11.'"c44-"" 3:OUp.4.11nn 4-ro



CH.LPTER IV

ILIPLICATIOXS OF THIS STUDY

NEM FOR FlaTHER RESEARCH

LTLICATIOn

The data in this study indicates that for this

instructor teaching the Engineering Slide Rule course,

the lecture-laboratory method yields greater gains

for the student than does the straight lecture method.

There is 110 reason to doubt that similar results would

be realized by other instructors. Thus the implication

is evident that the Engineering Slide Rule course at

El Camino College should be taught by the lecture-

laboratory method. The gains considered here are re-

stricted to those which are evaluated by the final

examination. The concession is made that gains in areas

other than those measured by the final examination are

possible. Nb attempt was made to evaluate gains in

these other areas.

NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This study was undertaken in an area where motivation

was high, inasmuch as advanced employment opportunities

were readily available and apparent. A similar study

(should be undertaken with similar groups, but where this
///

motivation is not so evident.
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This study evaluated the mathematical objectives

o the 6 ..c.) .j..oda Gip C %.rt' r S7 w.:e Rule course. A more co=plete

ev-cic:i 11:1VC,'V
n .

talOfto4,4 trs? 4.,

evidence on the to.".1 problem needs to be done, Such

an evaluation Would thl'ow further light on the superiority,

or lack of it, of the lecture-laboratory method.
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APPENDIX A

COMPARISON OP NIGHT vs DAY STUDENTS

Ability Comparison

Distribution of Mathematics Placement Test
for

Night Students

Placement1 xf

1 5 24

LV1 4 10

3

A/D 2

A

20

Results

x x2f

120 25 600

40 16 160

16 48 9 144

3 6 4 12

1 2 2 1 2
55 216 1018

x : 3,931 s : 1,761 and n : 55,

Distribution of Mathematics Placement Test Results
for

Day Students

Placement y f yf Y2 y2f

1 5 49 245 25 1225

D/1 4 22 88 16 352

D 3 28 84 9 252

A/D 2 2 4 4 8

A 1 15 35 1 75

116 436 1852

,
g is: 3,76, s :LP 1.389 and n = 116, ,..

In comparing the above distributions) the value

calculated for t was ,65. Since this value is less

than 2,00, there is no significant difference between

the night and day students' abilities,

1The method of placement is explained in Appendix2E,
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21.

Achievement Comparison

Distribution of Final Examination Scores
for

Night Students

x f u uf u2 u2f

95 9 2 18 4 36

85 10 1 10 1. 10

75 10 0 0 0 0

65 12 -1 -12 1 12

55 7 .2 -14 4 28

35 1 -4 ::'. 4 16 ,,--

45 6' -3 -18 9

25 0 -5 0 25 0

15 0 .6 0 36 0

5 ..S. -7 ....(2. 49 0

55 -20 156

2 : 71.4, s = 16.5) and n 7. 55.

Histogram of Final Examination Scores
for

Night Students

15 35 55 75 95
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Distribution of Final Examination Scores
for

Day Students

Y f u

95 7 3

85 18 2

75 21 1

65 19 0

55 24 -1

45 15 -2

35 6 -3

25 1 -4

15 4 -5

5 ....1.
-6

116

uf u2 u2f

21 9 63

36 4 72

21 1 21

0 0

-24 1 24

- 30 4 60

-18 9 54

- 4 16 16

-20 25 100

- 6 36 .-0..

446

0

22

-24

y 62.9, s 19 51 nd n 116.

Histogram of Final Examination Scores
fori

Day Students

4

15 35 55 75 95



In comparing the achievement of the night students

with the achievement of the day students, the value cal-

culated for t was 2.96. This indicates that there is a

significant difference in the achievement of these two

groups. This apparent discrepancy in achievement is

partially explained by the fact that 35 out of 55.9 or

63.7 per cent of the night students were in lecture-

laboratory classes, while 42 out of 1169 or 36.2 per

cent of the day students were in lecture-laboratory classes.

Thermore, this result only bears out the fact that the

lecture-laboratory method yields greater gains to the

students.



NIP

lacement Test Rtsults
for

Straight Lecture Classes

Placement1 x f Xf x? .74

2
f

1 6 40 200 26 i000

1)11 4 21 84 16 336

D 3 22 66 9 198

A/D 2 2 4 4 a

A 1 _12.... .21. 1 11

96 365 1553

R = 3.80, s = 1.34, and n : 96.

Distribution of Mathematics Macemta Test Results
----for

Lecture-Laboratory Classes

Placement y f yf. Y
2

Y2f

1 5 32 160 25 800

D/1 4 12 48 16 192

D 3 23 69 9 207

A/D 2 3 6 4 12

A 1 .2. ..2. 1 _2.
77 290 1218

5. = 3.77, s = 1.27, and n = 77.

In comparing the above distributions, the value

calculated for t was .150 Since this value is less

than 2.00 there is no significant difference here.

24

1The method of placement is explained in Appendix E.1The method of placement is explained in Appendix E.

2424

1The method of placement is explained in Appendix E.

NIP
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APPZ1DIX C

FINAL EXEMliATION FORMS USED
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APPENDIX D

PRELIMINARY MATHEMATICAL ABILITY TEST

For determining ability of each individual in the

groupa studied) the El Camino College placement of the

individuals in the Math@Pati.os pourge segyage was 140,

The El Camino College 'placement is based on the results

of the standardized test shown in this appendix and other

factors. 1 The standardized test used was the "Cooperative

Mathematics Pre-Test for College Students" ptiblished by

the American Council on Education.

1See Appendix E.



AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

COOPERATIVE MATHEMATICS PRE-TEST FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
FORM Y

(An adaptation of materials from Experimental Forms A and 13)

by

THE COMMITTEE ON TESTS OF THE MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
with the editorial assistance OF--- '

PAUL J. BURKE, Graduate Recoid Office; T. FREEMAN COPE;*(Neens College; and BERNICE ORSHANSKY, Cooperative Test Service

Please print:.

Name Date

Class : Fr. So. J r. Sr. Age Date of Birth
(encircle one) Yrs. Mos.

School City Sex

Classification: Liberal Arts Engineering Pre-Professional
(check one)

Title of the mathematics course you are now taking Instructor

Number of years you will have studied the following by the end of the present semester or quarter: (Count a
semester as year, a quarter as year.)

,
Elementary

Algebra
Intermediate

Algebra
Plane

Geometry
Solid

Geometry
Trigonometry Other Mathematics Courses

(list)

In high school

In college

General Directions: Do not turn this page until the examiner tells you to do so. This examination requires
40 minutes of working time. The directions are printed at the beginning of the test. Read them carefully,
and proceed at once to answer the questions. DO NOT SPEND TOO MUCH TIME ON ANY ONE ITEM.
ANSWER THE EASIER QUESTIONS FIRST; then return to the harder ones if you have time. No questions
may be asked after the examination has begun.

You may answer questions even when you are not perfectly sure that your answers are correct, but you should
avoid wild guessing, since wrong answers will result in a subtraction from the number of your correct answers.

Minutes &bre Percentile

40
.1.

Copyright, 1948, by the Cooperative Test Service. All Rights Reserved. Printed in U. S. A.
15 Amsterdam Avenue, New York 23, N. Y.



Directions: Each problem below is followed by five choices, only one of which is the correct answer.
each problem, find the correct answer and put its number in the parentheses at the right.

1. .5 + .06 + .3 equals
1-1 .806
1-2 .86
1-3 .59
1-4 .563
1-5 .14 1( )

2. How many twelfths are equiv-
1 3alent to - +
2 4.

2-1 15
2-2 10
2-3 9
2-4 8
2-5 S 2(

3. How much money must be
placed at 3 per cent simple
interest for one year in order
to earn $12?
3-1 $300
3-2 $360
3-3 $400
3-4 $840
3-5 $1,200 . 3(

1 1
4. J. - IT) equals

4-L
, --

2o
14-2 ri

4-3

4-4

1

2

44-5 3. 4( )

5. The law of the lever can be
expressed by the equation
EA = rs. What is the value
of s when r = 20,E = 40, and
A = 10?
5-1 20
5-2 2
5-3 40
5-4 4
5-5 15 5( )

6. What fraction, in lowest terms,
is equivalent to .35?

6-1

6-2

6-3

6-4

3
35
7

d
3

2

36-5 6( )

1. The kinetic energy E of a par-
ticle is equal to half the prod-
uct of its mass m and the
square of its velocity v. Writ-
ten as a formula, this state-
ment is

17-1 E =

7-2 E =

E (m

Tmni+7-4

7-5

8. x3 x6 equals
8-1 x8
8-2 x16
8-3 x3°
8-4 15x
8-5 15x2

v2

8( )

9. p + r(3p) equals
9-1 4p + r
9-2 3p2 + 3rp
9-3 p + 3rp
9-4 4p + 3r
9-5 p + 3r + ri) . . 9( )

10. What is the value of x in the
equation 3x - 5 = 8x + 10?
10-1 0
10-2 2
10-3 3
10-4 -2
10-5 -3 10( )

x 0 1 2 3 4

y 1 3 5 7 9

11. The. relation between x and
y from which corresponding
values of x and y in the above
table can be derived may be
stated as,
.11-1 y = 2x + 1
11-2 y = x + 5
11-3 y.= 1 - xy
11-4 y = xy + 1
11-5 y x + 1 . . 11( )

- 2 -
By working

12. If y varies directly as x, and
y = 20 when x = 4, what
does y equal when x = 20?
12-1 100
12-2 80
12-3 36
12-4 4
12-5 24 12( )

E .13. In the formula C =
R r '

what is the value of R when
C = 3, E = 21, and r = 3?
13-1 10
13-2 7
13-3 6
13-4 4

113-5 23- 13(

14. If = 2y and y 4 0, the frac-
+3x 4ytion is equivjJerrf to9x - 4y

1
14-1 ---

3y
1

14-2 9--

114-3

14-4

14-i

5

5

7 14(

15. (2m2 + 3m + 1)(3m - 1)
equals
15-1 6m3 + 9rn2 + 6m - 1
15-2 6m2 + 9m - 1
15-3 6m3 + 7m2- 1
15-4 6m3 + 3m - 1
15-5 6M2 - 1 . . . 15( )

16. After simplification,
q2 9

q2 reduces to

16-1
q - 3
q 5

16-2 q - 3
q 5

q + 316-3

16-4

16-5

q 5

- 9
- 8q + 15

1

- 8q + 6
Go on to the next page.

. 16(



17. The volume V of a right circu-
cular cone is equal to the
product of the altitude;. the
square of the radius of the
base, and one-third of
Using It for the altitude and r
for the radius of the base, a
formula for V is given by

17-1

17-2

17-3

17-4

17-5

V = 723 (h r2)

V = -7jh + r2

V = 5(h + r)2

V = Erh2
3

. 17(

18. (6x2 + 11xy - 10y2) divided
by (2x + Sy) equals

lix
18-1 3x + 1121

18-2 3x + 112y llsx

18-3 3x + 111x0y

18-4 3x2 - 2y2
18-5 3x - 2y . . . 18( )

19. The sum of the angles of a
triangle is 180 degrees. If the
two larger angles of the tri-
angle are equal, and the differ-
ence between one of them and
the third angle is 30 degrees,
how many degrees are there in
the third angle?
19-1 25
19-2 40
19-3 50
19-4 55
19-5 75 19( )

20. If the sum of the two dimen-
.sions of a rectangle is 17, and
the area of the rectangle is 72,
one of the dimensions is

1
20-1 6-

2

20-2
20-3
20-4
20-5

12
3
4
8 20( )

21. What is the value of 8:?
1

21-1 5-
3

1
21-2 73-

1
21-3 21-

3

21-4 4.
21-5 12

22. After simplification,
3 + x x y

22-1

21( )

reduces to
2

3 - x
x - y
322-2 y - x
x + y
3y - x2

xy

22-4
3 - x + 2xy

xy
4x - xy

22-5 . . 22(x + y

22-3

23. b(- a) 7 (a - b) equals ,
23-1 b - ab - a
23-2 - b ab - a
23-3 - b ab + a
23-4 2b - 2a
23-5 0 23( )

3 5
24. If ab = and ac = -2- , what

does -b equal?

24-1

24-2

24-3

24-4

24-5

15

2

3
3.,

1

4
13

25. kf. equals

25-1 10
25-2 25
25-3 x6
25-4 x9
25-5 x24 25( )

3 -
26. (AriT-T-;+ 4) (Niii7;

equals
26-1 a + x
26-2 a - x
26-3 x
26-4 a
26-5 a + 471x + x . 26(

27. The twp triangles shoAcn above
are similar. What 'is the
length of side b?
27-1 6
27,-2 7

327-3 -
34

2
27-4, -

63

1
27-5 8- 27( )

3

28. If the perimeter of an equi-
lateral triangle with side x is
equal to the perimeter of a
square with side s, what does
x.equal in terms -of .s?
28-1 x =

4s
3

9$

1-6

12

28-5 x = $ - 1 . . 28(

28-2 x =

28-3

28-4

X =

X =

29. 3L + 44U equals
29-1 7Arj
29-2 7 1/13

29-3 91(-3-

29-4
29-5 19AU . . . . 29(

Go on to the next page.



30. If Pq x = 1?, then p equals
12

30-1

30-2

12R .-

12R

30-3 12R - (q x)

12R

R(12
q

- x)30-5 . 30( )

31. What is the value of y in the
simultaneous equations
15x y - 151)

x + 3y = 13 J.

30-4

31-1
31-2
31-3

31-4

31-5

-20
2

-7
2

33

5 . . . . 31( )

32. If a square root of
(x2 + ax b) is (x - 4), what
is thc value of b?
32-1
32-2
32-3
32-4
32-5

16
2
8

-2
-8 32( )

33. If the numerical value of the
volume of a cube is 64, what
is the nuMerical value of the
area of one of its faces?
33-1

33-2

33-3

33-4

33-5

8

2
10-3

16

121-
3

32 33( )

34. If the hypotenuse of a right
triangle is 24 feet, and one leg
is half the hypotenuse, how
long is the other leg?
34-1 6 feet
34-2 12 feet
34-3 2\rj feet
34-4 6Ari feet
34-5 12-Nr3- feet . . 34( )

35. If a train runs M miles in 5
hours, how many miles will it
run in K hours at the same
rate?

35-1

35-2

35-3

35-4

35-5

5M
531
fl

5K

m .

5K
KM

5

36.- In rectangle ABCD, AD = 4,
and line DE divides AB into
segmentsAE = 2 and EB = 7.
What is the area of the tri-
angle DEB?

. 36( )

36-1 8
36-2 14
36-3 18
36-4 28
36-5 2157

- 4 -
37. After simplification, i/1215 re-

duces to

. . . . 37(

37-1 15/3
37-2 3-5.
37-3 5 'ir3.

37-4 -1-1-3

37-5 3q1-57

38. log 'lg. equals
ni

38-1 log (x y ni)
38-2 log (x + y) + log in
38-3 log x + log y log m

38-4 log log y

loglo(g xt+ y) 38( )38-5
log In

39. If the roots of the equation32 - 5x - 2 = 0 are added
together, the sum is
39-1 1

239-2 1-3

39-3 -3
139-4 -2-3

39-5 -1 39( )

40. If the numerical values of the
circumference and area of a
circle are equal, what is the
radius of the circle?
40-1
40-2

40-3

40-4

40-5

1

2

1

1

ir 40( ).

Number wrong
0

111111111!
2

0

3

6

1

7

10

2

11

14

3

15

18

14

19

22

5

23

26

61

27i31

30i -i-

7 i 8Amount to be subtracted

Number right

Subtract
(See table above)

Raw Score = Difference

TAY,
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APPENDIX E

PRELIMLIARY PLACEIMNT CLASSIFICATION

There are three Algebra courses.offered at El Camino

College. They are: Mathematics A - Basic Algebra, Math-

'emetics D - Intermediate Algebra, and Mathematics 1 -

College Algebra. All entering full time students enrolling

in any Mathematics course higher than Mathematics A are

required to take the "Cooperatime Mathematics Pre-Test

for College Students." According to W. R. Peterson) (9:8)

the following criteria were recommended for use in place-

ment of the students in the Mathematics curriculum.

1 to l years of high school algebra and Raw
Score of 14 or higher----Math D.

1 to 11 years of high school algebra and Raw
Score of less than 14---check grades in high
school algebra. A and B grades, Math D; C
and D grades, Math A.

2 years of high school algebra and Raw Score
of 24 or higher--Math 1.

2 years of high school algebra and Raw Score
of less than 24--check high school algebra
grades. A and B grades, Math 1; C and D grades,

Math D.

Uting the above criteria, the students in this study

were placed in one of five categories: Math 1, Math D

or 1, Math D9 Math A or D, and Math A. For purposes 'of

analysis these categories were assigned nmmbers in the

following mariner: Math 1 - 5, Math D/1 - 4, Math D - 3)

Math A/D - 2, and Math A - 1.
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